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For you, Dad.

I’ll see you in the morning.

Chapter 1

H

arold Hawkins was walking in when Pastor Adam
Sutterland pulled up, cut grass on the walk evidence of
Harold’s early start. Ada arrived early enough the day before
to make some brewed-too-long coffee; he was zero and two for
being on time. He thought of how many years they’d had keys to the
building. They’d seemed old when he was a boy, but then most
everyone did.
Two days in and he was seeing his first case, yesterday being
like the first day of school—which was supposed to be Monday,
after what was meant to be his first sermon at Clearview Baptist.
But was he here, honed and eager to expose whatever might be
growing in the dark, the notion that Village Psychology was mundane
no doubt nurtured by those who never lived there. Some of the
sickest people he knew were small-town, righteously challenged,
scripture-quoting zombies unable to see there was a beam in their
eye, much less worry about removing it—a societal trend mostly, one
part hand-me-down learning, one part don’t-fix-it-if-it-ain’t-broke.
Religiosity splitting six ways from Sunday in man’s attempt to
explain prior answers, the mind remained needlessly encumbered
as each generation widened the gap between what was accepted
and what was right, and like a bullet fired from untrue sights, the
farther from the muzzle, the wider the miss. Only those deciding to
first correct the mind held the promise for those coming after,
averting unknown disasters, which would surely have come to be
on the winds of a sinner’s cure-all prayer. Being no exception to the
aspirations of a psychologist wanting to covertly turn ships at sea,
his gratification was in knowing the process would repeat naturally,
like corrective halogens blowing around an afflicted head, eventually
clearing a mind of childhood prejudices and taught biases.
Not that his cases were typical tragedies at Baptist Memorial.
“The devil’s making my son do drugs,” or “My husband looks at our
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cleaning lady”—and his favorite—“We need to recapture our love
for each other,” like he was an overgrown cherub with a quiver full
of fondness and a lariat of affection.
But psychology grades on a curve. More than the situational
dynamics present, it’s the feeling the person takes from it—like
Alysa, a nine-year-old whose depression worsened after taking
antidepressants, her dilemma beginning when her collie Charley,
her only pet in her young life, died of old age. She couldn’t be happy
worrying that Charley was alone with no kids to play with. She
came to believe Charley was happy through several sessions in
relating and reasoning. He thought of her often.
“The Mitchells are waiting. Have a blessed day, Pastor.”
“Thank you, Ada.”
Ignoring his unattainable coffee perking in the window, he saw
David, a forty-year-old adolescent leaning against the wall, and his
wife, Nancy, arms crossed and looking through him. There was dust
on a reproduction of Christ in the garden. He’d take that up with
Harold, along with some other things.
“Good morning—are we early?” she asked, looking elegant
while ringing a bell of adolescent angst.
“No, I’m late.”
Her husband’s reluctance wasn’t lost on him—no one likes that
sort of thing—but he and David were never that chummy. To give in
to counseling was to say, “I can’t fix what’s wrong,” which would be
a hindrance to a lot folks in the Ozarks. David had never fixed a
thing in his life.
“Hi, David,” he said while unlocking the door. Something
drenched in a Missouri drawl was returned, but friendly enough.
He rewound data on the two. She was a child of affluence, he a
chip-off-the-old-block used-car salesman with a delusional arrogance—
and while there was a bit of a scandal twenty-some years ago at
church, they weren’t much news downtown, though that would be a
high mark to hit.
David’s father passed when he was a teenager, leaving his
mother and him worn-out cars and some money in the bank. By all
appearances, he at least hadn’t ruined the business, though that was
likely due to folks who’d learned the tricks of the trade while he was
driving other people’s cars and acting like an ass. Nancy was more
of a mystery, marrying presumably so her child would be legit, but
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the union was thought to be a short one by most, and remembering
the event there wasn’t a wet eye in the church—not counting some
tears of devastation from her mother.
“Please have a seat,” Adam said, snapping on a lamp. Each visitor
took a small couch in front of his desk, Nancy with legs crossed and
hands joined, and David, slumped with one leg jacked up on the
other, like a doll left by a hurried child. Her long blonde hair was
pulled back, and her expression didn’t match her suit. Her cheeks
were devoid of makeup, and her eyes were begging to go off duty. At
some point a person begins wearing their insides on their outside,
and she was. David, meanwhile, looking oddly smart and older than
his age, seemed not to care that her skirt rode up her thigh when
she turned toward him. He had a crush on her once, but she was a
dream girl. Older, more mature—and as best as he could remember,
“Mr. I couldn’t give a shit” was somewhere in the picture.
“Hello David and Nancy,” the pastor began. “It’s sure been a
while.” Both nodded, she maybe saying something low. “I hope the
kids are fine. About grown now, huh?”
“Nineteen and twenty-one,” she offered through a stand-in smile.
They weren’t talkers.
“Well.” He started with a canned opener: “This is more common
than you might think. Many people look for an objective eye on their
situations. Often that’s all that’s needed. The rules are simple: No
topic is off limits, as we need to discuss the problem whatever it
may be, but respect and tone are important. And I cannot give
absolution, legal or otherwise, so don’t offer anything if it damages
you or someone else or is beyond the issues at hand.”
“It’s like we’ve been watching each other from a distance,” she
began demurely, “like the loudest sound you can’t hear. I swear I
can hear him thinking sometimes, and I’m thinking the same thing.”
The spotlight brought her husband upright. She was clearly
ready to take some things off layaway—bottled up, rotting stuff.
“Tell David, Nancy,” he instructed. Her movement caused her
skirt to ride up again.
With David looking in her direction, apparently unable to make
eye contact, the pastor followed her leg to the strap of her yellow
heels, then instinctively back to David, his crows-feet hanging down
onto his cheeks and signs of pickling around the nose, his face tight
and dry—like he’d found a bar with an open roof.
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Just short of looking honest, but a generation away from a hard
look, he was blessed with tough-guy cuteness, natural curls tangling
his brown hair, and a slight snarl—which an optimist could regard
as a compliment. Along with nothing being particularly out of the
way, he caused Johnson County’s finest to look. He recalled seeing
them from time to time in the car of the day—a tricked-out muscle
car or loaded luxury model, whatever the occasion called for, along
with an intent to impress—and if there was an upside to his
character, it would be that he was not known to torment, though
likely because the villagers were beneath his contempt.
If there was a cop at this accident, he knew who would get the
ticket. What charge? Neglect likely. And being felony lucky. What
could he really bring to the table? Cutting a wide enough path at the
Brew and Cue for the Route Thirty bunch to be sure, her father
could buy him and every rolling nightmare on his two lots many
times over. Of course he’d seen the good girl/bad boy attraction
before, typically to earn the ire of distant parents or an ex-boyfriend,
but not as a life choice. David’s attendance at church back in the day
being rare, he recalled Nancy faithfully helping occupy center row
three along with her large family.
She stopped talking as David waited, his eyes staying on the floor.
This was always the tricky part. Take the wheel or hope
something good comes from someone else.
“I knew better than this, David,” she said, almost laughing, her
tone far from the loud whisper of a minute ago. She finally looked at
her husband’s face. “You’re going to sit there like at home, when
you’re home, and tell me that I need to grow up. Tell me now. I want
to know if Adam thinks I need to grow up too.”
Time to take the wheel. The first-name thing could turn the
formality, and she was in danger of starting a fire she couldn’t put
out. There was no undoing what was said, and if she was submissive,
as he suspected, a controlled boil only put off the burning, and if
hard decision time comes, he wanted her to escape the fire, not
burn up in it. It would be wrong to allow her to rail on her deserving
man, as enjoyable as that might be, only to be trapped in a get-even
situation at home, and though there were no signs of violence,
volatility hung in the air like dirty laundry. David was spoiled, likely
having never heard “no,” and if his robot blew a gasket and found an
identity, it would be a chink in his alpha-dominant armor, and new
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situations brought new reactions. The wagon had rolled far enough
today.
“Time is not necessarily on our side,” the pastor interrupted,
making sure not to talk down to them, knowing one would consider
it a fighting offense while the other would be crippled from it. “If we
forget what brought us together in the first place, at some point we
realize we are together in few ways other than our last name.”
Her body was contorted toward David, but her face looked at
him, as if she was hearing a new language. Her husband, meanwhile,
looked down, likely thinking about what to do when this waste of
time was over.
“Change comes,” he continued, feeling like he was preaching to
the custodian in an otherwise empty sanctuary. “But we have to
embrace these changes and go through them together—or by no other
option go through them alone. The embers keep the fire burning over
the long run.”
Besides telling her to pick up and pack up, she was on her own.
“Time for basic appreciation, beginner’s course: I’d like each of you to
do something the other would appreciate. Nothing big, just the things
you remember doing for the other early on.” A short list for David, he
mused. “It will revive your spirits. Christ said that good fruit comes
from a well-nurtured vine, but a neglected vine will wither and die.”
While hating to imply she was partly to blame, he continued:
“Kindness and thoughtfulness produce positive fruits. They are not
indications of weakness, but of strength. It sounds simple, but I
think it’s a good place to start. And I’d like to see you both in two
weeks, ready to talk.” Though admiring her noble intentions of
saving the marriage, he was conflicted in his encouragement when
he felt they should call it a day, but his mock-scolding tone covered
well enough for the moment.
Likely a late bloomer of sorts, she wanted reasonable independence,
not forced solitude, and he was intent on staying where he was.
Having a better look would require a one-on-one with her, but more
time here and now would likely only complicate things. As he led
them toward the door, she gave a sincere smile, and David nodded
without inviting a handshake.
“See you in two weeks. Just tell Ada on your way out,” Adam
reiterated, with no reply. He knew this would be their last as well as
first session. David saw no value in it, and she would not convince
him otherwise.
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“Good luck, dear,” he whispered, as the pair walk past Ada’s
desk without as much as a goodbye.
***
“Used to find your dad doing the same thing.” The intrusion
brought him back, thinking there must be an open-door policy he
wasn’t aware of. His chair, impudent as it was, was an invitation to
sleep.
Simon Carlisle was an acquired taste synonymous with the
church. Second pastor, youth director, and anything else he could
defer to someone else while drilling water wells and such somewhere
on the planet, and if he could carry a pint-sized tune in a four-peck
bushel, he would no doubt be choir director. Sidekick to his father
as far back as he could remember, Simon baptized him when he was
twelve.
“Yeah, but he kept it simple. No head fixes,” he said sitting up,
watching the bag of bones prepare his sit.
“Got some customers?” Simon asked, presenting his hat in both
hands after settling.
“Customers implies profit. This is on the house.”
“I think it’s a good thing, well rounded. You learned things at
Memorial that you can apply here.”
His friend’s tone was reassuring, like he was supposed to be
here. He had a way of getting close to people, mostly due to intrigue,
something just making you want to see where it goes. Time to time
with a polyester splash, like a pitch of some sort was coming, you
paid for the man in time like medicine you can’t ante up on all at
once.
“Is Cindy liking the house?” Simon went on, preempting a reply.
“Yeah, I think so. But she went from big-town home selling to
small-town homemaking.”
A young seventy-something, Simon was energizing in an
irritating sort of way, like looking with eyes not seen while inhaling
situations in their entirety and retaining and culling like a computer.
He and Adam Sr. were similar, yet different enough that he could
appreciate one not being the other, like an overplayed metaphor
from the generation prior.
“Well,” he said while standing and bending backward with a
light groan, “kiss the wife and boy for me. I’ll make it out some day
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soon.” The old guy was different, giving a smile back at him as he
sauntered out the door.
The deacons were not entirely sold on a pastor’s involvement in
such nontraditional endeavors. That he veered into something
secular in the first place was understood by few, including Simon,
though with expectations he would sew evangelical theology into
Freudian theory. Afterward convincing the board that he knew just
the guy to lure in, not that it took much as he and Cindy discussed
with more frequency a move—and it was common knowledge that
Adam Sr. was retiring. If hell was paved with good intentions, Simon
was taking a four-lane highway. But it was at worst meddlesome
and sometimes genius.
Like his Catholic-to-Protestant handbook, a humorous attempt
at explaining the two faiths to each other. He ghost-wrote it, and
only after some acclaim did he admit to owning the critter in his
trap—and like it didn’t matter, you got the sense the world was his
church, a freelancer. He envied him really, having found that peace
allowing him to live comfortably in his own skin. Presuming it
would happen for him in time, he was living well. He’d go home to a
family and ten acres of sweet corn, the old two-story house a project
in motion for Cindy, and Ryan could explore the nooks and crannies
of country life. And as a psychologist who preached on the weekends
or a preacher who looked inside other people’s shells between gigs,
his mentor expected him to weave the gospel into every session.
But that was lazy, people being able to read the word anytime. He
didn’t talk about this stuff with anyone, which was why he dwelt on it.
Where was that festering pus-pocket hiding in layers of
insecurity or perceived oppressions, waiting to be deftly removed
with a surgeon’s intent?
Being aware of the real deal of Clearview after a lifetime in its
died-in-the-wool amazing-grace hypocrisy, he was sure this caldera
of debauchery would produce some cases of hitting the wall—not
that he was hoping for such, like a trauma surgeon doesn’t hope for
a bus crash—but he was at the wall with no pressure to refer cases
to a pill pusher to build yet another class of addicted deficits. Such
unstated policy along with his New Testament sermon finder would
be in dire need in his near future, reminding him of the mixer at
Oakwood Baptist in eight hours. Thank you, Simon, again; Oakwood
and the board of Carlisle having years ago agreed to a visiting
pastor night for the Wednesday after-meal sermon, Pastor Beechem
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guest preaching at Clearview Baptist next week.
His dad seemed to like it overall, minus the visible desire that
everyone know preaching at a black church wasn’t his idea—not that
there was anything wrong with it. But the mouse in the breadbox
was his opting out at first opportunity, like he couldn’t give a sermon
once in a while, the transparency suddenly embarrassing him. A
reserved handful at seventy-three, fifth-generation preacher as best
as anyone knew and newly retired, he would have more time for the
farm, coffee drinking, and his wife—grandmother to Ryan and quiet
agent in the move back. A man with a strong character within his sixfoot frame, maybe smaller, it seemed to be restrained by an unseen
factor, like a dog of questionable temperament looking uninterested
behind double-strand wire, and his brother being on an oil rig at
sea, leaving him as the attentive son, the sense of being a mole with
its head stuck out of his hole was dawning on him. It would take
thought, but he could mitigate the problem. He was getting a
headache, lack of caffeine likely.
***
“Chicken fry’s good here,” he said, sliding into the wooden
booth, holding his son before kissing him on the head. The place
always had a heavy and slightly delicious smell in the air, like you
could get heart damage from breathing it.
“Did you see the wine list?” he added, failing at his attempt at
sarcasm.
“I just ordered a Napoleon and one glass,” she replied, succeeding
at hers as he relocated to her side while keeping his smile on the
boy. She took the worry out of being close.
The problem with wisdom was that the benefit of ignorance
was gone. He knew his life had been a walk of borrowed direction,
but with her there was clarity about why he did something every
day, a reason for a pattern, not the other way around. He was a
seminary graduate looking for a psychology degree while she was a
daddy’s girl, hotter than Alabama blacktop, enjoying being young
and having her world by the tail. Officially getting the mind bug in
seminary as elective classes gave way to genuine interest, meeting
her was like being paid delayed interest.
His father once said he’d married the cutest one who winked
back, and he was partly right—he’d married the only one who’d
winked back, and like that hole in one drive against a stiff wind, it
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just wasn’t supposed to happen, but when it did, it was delivered in
perfect justification. The quiet kid who looked out the back window
of the classroom not so much from interest of anything on the other
side of the wall, but for lack of interest for anything inside it. The
games of his peers seemed silly, so staring at the door in his mind,
where there were hints of something else, became his hobby, and
when it creaked open and revealed a cute brunette with dark eyes
and a high spirit, he knew his tee time had arrived.
The short teenage server arrived and set the fried okra at the
center of the table before giving Ryan a paper hat, a colorful treasure
for the four-year-old to open, if he could. He liked this stuff, a small
brain processing real-world situations. The boy was hard to stay
ahead of, and like a turbocharged four-cylinder, he wasn’t supposed
to go that fast. They were told the chances of conceiving were slim,
but when it happened it seemed like more perfect justification. He
watched his son’s tenacity pay off as his smile and hat-waving told
all he had succeeded.
“Would you like some time?” she asked after setting their table
and implying menus were a formality. Folks knew the special was
the best bet, different every day. Today, meatloaf on a bun and home
fries, all smothered in brown gravy.
“I’m okay with the special. Honey?” he said, turning to her.
“Yeah, and a small burger,” she answered with unusual curtness.
He was paying the price for standing her up on a Tuesday
evening, a tradition they swore to carry on in Clearview. She wasn’t
pampered, just spoiled. Daddy, a regional icon in real estate,
brought her up to have what she wanted, but after effort, seldom
commensurate to the reward, but effort nonetheless. And she sold
houses, her black hair and brown eyes gracing billboards all over
Westchester. Words were rarely necessary—she was action and
tone, but both were dancing to an unhappy tune at the moment. Not
that she didn’t get her way so much as a pact had been broken, her
father having built a small empire and good family. She was
independent, a product of affluence to be sure, but she asked for
nothing beyond the chance to take care of herself, which was
evident by the fact that they’d lived in a rented apartment for years,
not in one of a number of homes held in the estate of Mr. Groff.
Their new home was a gift, an enticement really, to bring a son
and his family home. Adam Sr. would keep twenty acres and give
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him twelve—including ten the older Sutterland would maintain.
And it wasn’t a cold move. She was familiar with the house and
sprawling church, its cross visible for two miles toward the river on
a clear day, and with the church’s salary bringing him just over what
his last job did, along with her being able to work any time, they ran
out of reasons not to change their worlds—not counting subtle
objections from her parents. After all, she was leaving home so he
could go home.
“Nice,” she said, reaching for some okra and stopping, finely
splitting the hair between sarcasm and curiosity.
“Eat it like popcorn, Honey,” he instructed, putting his fingers in
the greasy treats.
“Why did the snake want people to eat the apple?” Ryan asked,
keeping his attention on the hat.
“What apple, Honey?” she asked, prompting an answer, knowing
it would be good.
“The apple the man and woman ate when the snake told them
to.”
There it was. “Pastor?” she replied, deferring the question.
“Do you mean the Garden of Eden story, Ryan?”
Which answer should he give? The real deal? A story used to
make a point, and war would erupt if folks of a certain breed in town
knew he felt that way? Or the passive one, which allowed that a
person with a brain would put it together eventually. Her look told
him to get over it.
“If Mommy says don’t eat a piece of candy, but you do anyway,
you’re telling Mommy she doesn’t matter.”
“It’s okay if a snake tells me?”
Sensing how his wife enjoyed the moment, he answered, “If a
snake tells you to do something, you may do it.”
“And you taught Sunday school?” she asked, recovering her
sarcasm.
“Are you and Ryan coming to Oakwood tonight? I know we
haven’t discussed it much.”
Her answer would set the pace of lunch, then some. He would
ride the magic carpet or reach for another dime for the toll master.
“I’ll be there, showing support and love for Jesus. And you too, I
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guess,” she said in a familiar tone, saying all accounts were paid.
About that time, Brian Dugen walked in solo, decked out in country
attire, and he not remembering him as such, but as a guy who didn’t
know what end was forward on a horse until he was grown. He
wasn’t fat yet, as was the case with much of the original crowd.
Folks ahead of the game then likely never considered that
whatever force propelled them might not slow. Former quarterback
and current banker Phillip Meeds could pass for fifty, with a bald
top and pooch belly. Water seeks its own level, he guessed, whatever
that really meant.
He played catch up, smaller than his brother at any age, not
terribly interested in anything, and he seemed to go along to get
along, but that was then. He sensed she knew he wasn’t the popular
guy or Friday night star, but part of the deal in getting older was the
luxury of reinventing yourself. It was selfish, but the two others at
the table were his exclusively.
Brian sat across from Sam Taylor, two years older, and though
his suit lapels were smaller, they were still stylish. He’d slid into the
funeral services company his father had built, four chapels (as best
as he knew) in three towns, though it could be more now.
“Missed you Sunday, Preacher,” he called across the room when
Dugen recognized him and threw him a wave, as if it hadn’t been
years since they’d spoken, causing both a nod and a want to
mention that tardiness was not a problem with his clients, as they
weren’t likely to complain.
Nuances aside, the place hadn’t changed much in his time. The
bar, which once served cold beers and watered drinks when the den
of inequity was still outside the coming urban sprawl, now held
things presumably of a biological nature in green water, and patrons
chowing on heart attack food and black coffee. It wouldn’t do for
such a place to be included in the aggregate of town, catering to folks
just coming off a dry loving to a business client or having passed a
hand grenade of a car to a person in need, who of course was
recipient of a hell of a deal.
“Should I come home for you two?” he asked, noticing lunch
was on the way over.
“We can find it okay, can’t we, Ryan?” she answered, taking the
hat from her son. “What time?”
“Eats at five, soul stirring sermon at around six.”
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“Oh, I thought you were preaching,” she sniped as the food arrived.
***
One Dove Road was more like an estate hidden in thirteen acres
of donated woods in the foothills among maples, poplars, and brush
that would conceal anything six feet away. The red brick structure
suddenly appeared on the left of the winding asphalt drive, where a
giant thimble launched a six-story white cross in the front lawn.
Older than it appeared, it was a transplant from a hole in the ground
downtown, where his father steered a church for half his life.
Leaving the property, the town was visible below. Its balance
could be seen in a rough mile of Highway H running more or less
parallel to the river until it intersected the road at Turtle Bridge, the
nickname owed to the longtime habitation of snapping turtles
below in the brown or green water, depending on the time of year.
Spring thawing upriver for two hundred miles caused a brown
deluge in the early months.
A modern green roof indicated where an old Skelly gas station’s
skeleton now supported a gift shop, pumping gas there his first
paying job and introduction to the outside world—and an old coot
named Morey Piercey. Barely five-five, Morey’s thick-soled work
boots gave him another inch or two in his green jumper and short
billed cap. Driving a 1965 Comet that appeared to have rolled
through a time portal, he was a thin man with a bony face who’d
served proudly as a Seabee in the Pacific during WWII. He tended to
weave tales of his bulldozer, jungles, parasites, and Japanese infantry
into the fabric of his conversation until his eyes glazed over. A true
cut-up, Morey was likely his first encounter with eccentricity.
Steering a thrift shop he’d started in forty-seven to icon status,
he’d worked to stave off idle time—then, along with an apparent
agreement with Frank Wayans, to enjoy a mass-produced pie,
typically apple, from the snack rack twice a day. His fingers were
large for his size, with a dark patina in the cuticles from decades of
hoeing his own rows. Two girls, just slightly skewed reflections of
his wife, made up the other two-thirds of his world, along with
some grandkids and things beyond that were small stuff he refused
to sweat, as other stories relentlessly looping behind his eyes seemed
to quash insignificant invaders. He could be counted on to tell
travelers looking for directions that they couldn’t get there from
here, so his passing several years later left a gaping hole in the
community’s collective personality.
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The balance of Johnson County was like a three-layered cake
coming up from the river. The town, a rim of backyard corn lots and
shade tree mechanics, and the mountain, a range of dirt and rock fit
only for climbers and such, and also inhabited (or so the story went
for as long as anyone could recall) by a clan of inbred mutants still
running wild in the scruff.
His walk of misery mile was marked for posterity. His initials
were etched into the side of the granite footpath carved by bigger
hands, like an invitation to the precipice. The jagged incline looking
insurmountable from below; it discouraged most when they thought
of the final ascent, and he suspected more folks claimed to have had
the thin air view than was actually the case. Reportedly the secondhighest peak in the state, the whole county could be seen, and minus
the canopy of trees, nothing could hide.
Below it all were the bottoms—a vast, flat stretch dotted with
timber lying before the muddy river like a mat for the gods and
uninhabited because of the spring floods. Always in corn or
soybeans in the hot months, the green acreage was a payday for
Thomas Hayes, owner of the rich dirt east of the river, along with
about half of everything else around. A good Christian man, anything
bad said about him tended to be from an eye of the needler eaten up
with envy.
David Mitchell routinely killed wall mounters in the thickets
each fall, selectively allowing folks to join him, a privilege through
marrying the owner’s daughter and one often turned down except
for those who could tolerate the clueless life lottery winner long
enough to put venison in the freezer.
He sometimes quipped he’d return fire on one of the boneadorned creatures if one ever shot at him first. That was borrowed
from his father, but worth repeating. He’d show Ryan the notorious
catfish holes on the Big Sachs, a distant relative of the Missouri River
that split the state in half before meandering on to Arkansas through
the more-pronounced Ozarks, which mostly made the local hills
look small. He grew up looking at the backside of one across a rocky
washboard field in front of his new home, appearing deceptively
close due to its dominance of any other thing. It would hold a fog
like a muffler choking its middle later into the fall, and again in the
spring, seeming to exhale its fresh breath onto anyone fortunate
enough to be in its company.
It made perfect sense to raise a child in such a place, he as
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country as a turnip and she a city transplant, the two influences
finding a wonderful balance. He noticed lightning over the mountain
again and thought of going for them, the gray haze coming from
nowhere to block the previously bright sun. Missouri autumns.
***
Having decided on a theme of sustaining grace, always a keeper,
Adam looked forward to his visit to Oakwood. Not sure how to
dress, he’d picked a brown two-piece from the office closet, along
with a green and brown silk hanky in his pocket in case the evening
turned formal. When in Turkey, gobble.
Located in a mostly forgotten part of town, the church had been
a farmhouse two generations ago, when the rocky clay could support
milking stock, and it sold for relative pennies after the last owner
died. He saw it as he turned onto Oakwood Street—newly painted,
white with dark blue shingles, and a patch of grass between the
parking lot and wooden steps completing its quaintness. Not seeing
his usually prompt wife’s car in the lot, he reasoned she got a late
start. Ryan didn’t always follow the program.
“Welcome, Pastor Sutterland!”
He heard his name before he got out of the car and saw a short
man whose voice was bigger than his build. He was slight, with a
shiny head bearing a wide smile atop a blue three-piece suit. It
suggested a tie could be worn—if the senior pastor wore his, of
course—but the other men here and there were dressed more
casually, and at least one reasoned that overalls were adequate.
“I’m Pastor Beechem,” the small man said. “I know your father
well.”
He doubted that. “Good evening—good to see you,” Adam
answered, shaking his host’s hand.
“We’ll just go on to the back now. You eat mudfish, don’t you?”
“Only when I can,” he replied. “I was expecting my wife and son
to be here.”
“Oh, good. Well, they’ll be along shortly. Smells like we might get
some rain, don’t it?” the preacher remarked as he directed him into
a long white-sided building just feet from his car. “Used to be a dairy
barn.” He couldn’t tell, going by what he saw.
A single step, complete with a handrail, lifted him to a floor
surrounded by white paneling flush on the wall, with dark brown
trim bordering the ceiling joints perfectly. A carpet of the same color
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covered the deck, with plants, live and fake, and the windows were
fill-ins slanting out, feeding the exhaust fan with edge of town air—
which, at the moment, was heavy with imminent rain, conjuring
residual odors of generations of milking. Things were going to get
wet.
Higher-pitched tones relented to lower ones following the two
pastors deeper into the long room as the men broke off and found
their families. The spread of food was the center of attention, with
pointing fingers bouncing from dish to person. Pies, the pacifiers of
Ryan’s angst, were at the end.
“Oh, Lord,” a middle-aged lady sighed as a siren sounded and
she clutched something around her neck. “That’s the third one in
the past few minutes.”
“She lost her son in an accident some time back, Pastor
Sutterland,” the elder pastor explained softly. “Residual anxiety, I
would suppose.” The prognosis reaching his ear, he watched the lady
stare at the floor as a distinguished man next to her seemed to go
along for the somber ride.
“Attention brothers and sisters,” Pastor Beechem announced,
quieting the buzz in the room. “Why don’t you all come up here and
meet our friend, Pastor Adam Sutterland Junior?”
The feeling in the room was genuine, and the single-file smiles
would be contagious were it not for other things on his mind.
The few whites he saw he didn’t know well, and about as many
Clearview Baptist members would be coming to the church shortly.
The disconnect was absurd. The Lord knew there were serious eaters
on the Clearview team, and though Simon could be right about the
meet and eats, getting folks to see the point of it was something else
again—another covert mission making folks reconsider the value of
dust-covered artifacts in their attic. Something was worth only what
another thought it was, and yesterday’s thinking didn’t bring a dime
in a sale. There would be plenty of color at One Dove Road next week,
to be sure. Of course it could cut both ways, and before he turned
into a black Jesus, he had to consider that this old barn was a sanctuary,
and having a bunch of crackers sitting around eating their sucker
and sweet-potato pie might not be their hosts’ idea of a perfect
Wednesday evening either.
He got it, though. People’s notions of things they don’t know
were necessarily of ignorance, and just getting them to challenge
those ideas was a task. After all, it worked for their parents. But the
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payoff was acceptance, reducing harmful storage in the mind and
lightening subliminal negatives and fears. Chew on that, Simon.
A thunderclap announced a hard pour as Pastor Beechem stepped
over to close the screen door. “Sure came all at once.”
Each member smiled a hello. Adam knew several and went to
school with Mark Javis, who looked youngish holding a toddler with
a red bow in her curly hair and seemed unaffected by anything.
Held up as one of the good ones, Mark was the stated exception in the
typically moronic summation of race, apparently deserving an
occasional shallow thought by the superior thinking of those who
would rather debate carmakers or cheerleaders. Deftness with a
football opened the ridiculously rationalizing door, and having run
through it to the end zone several times, he’d secured his
acceptance like the ball he tucked under his right arm—though he
was surely an infraction away from losing that status should he
assume too many liberties in the white world.
“Deacon Brown, will you say grace?” the pastor asked, bringing
a large man in a khaki suit out of a group of gabbers while the
torrential rain cooled the room and the filtered sun strained to keep
it light outside. The storm and the deacon competed for air time as
Adam wondered where they could be. He was running behind, a
problem of late, but at worst they should have arrived about the same
time. The human brain, amazing as it is, cannot think two things at
one time, a neurological impossibility, and as much as he wanted to
embrace the prayer, he couldn’t. He looked at Pastor Beechem
rocking slightly back and forth, spotted from the blowing rain.
Thinking the wind had reopened the screen door, he saw the
two officers in rain-slicked ponchos looking like they wanted to get
something over with. Resisting the realization that they were
looking at him, sizing him up as a white male dressed like a preacher
in a room of blacks, he wanted to slow down time so he could put
the pieces together his way, not what his instincts had been
screaming since pulling up minutes ago.
With the deacon’s amen, he waited, his eyes on a painting of
Daniel in the lion’s den.
“Adam Sutterland?” a clear, businesslike voice said, shaking his
insides as if caught in an immoral act.
“I’m Adam Sutterland,” he answered weakly, wanting to tell
them not to say anything.
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